While some non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) have been found to play critical regulatory roles in biological processes, most remain functionally uncharacterized. This presents a challenge whenever an interesting set of ncRNAs set needs to be analyzed in a functional context. Transcripts located close-by on the genome are often regulated together, and this spatial proximity hints at a functional association. Based on this idea, we present an R package, NoRCE, that performs cis enrichment analysis for a given set of ncRNAs. Enrichment is carried out by using the functional annotations of the coding genes located proximally to the input ncRNAs. NoRCE allows incorporating other biological information such as the topologically associating domain (TAD) regions, co-expression patterns, and miRNA target information. NoRCE repository includes several data files, such as cell line specific TAD regions, functional gene sets, and cancer expression data. Additionally, users can input custom data files. Results can be retrieved in a tabular format or viewed as graphs. NoRCE is currently available for the following species: human, mouse, rat, zebrafish, fruit fly, worm and yeast. Availability and Implementation: NoRCE R package is platform independent, available at https://github.com/guldenolgun/NoRCE and Bioconductor.
Introduction
The ncRNAs represent the largest class of transcripts in the human genome [2, 7] . They have been reported to have diverse regulatory roles in gene expression [3] . However, only a small fraction of all ncRNAs have been functionally interrogated and the functions played by the majority of ncRNAs are still unknown. This presents a challenge when an ncRNA set of interest is available and needs to functionally investigated. In this work, we introduce an R package, NoRCE, which performs functional enrichment of a set of ncRNAs by transferring functional annotation available from the coding genes nearby. Although not all functionally related genes are located nearby on the genome, previous work has shown that functionally related genes show substantial spatial concentration within chromosomes and across chromosomes [9] . There is also evidence suggesting that both ncRNAs and coding genes can influence the expression of neighboring genomics loci [5] .
For each ncRNA in the input set, NoRCE first determines the set of coding genes located within a user-defined distance range (in base-pairs) of this ncRNA and use the union of annotations of all coding genes assigned to the ncRNA set to perform enrichment. NoRCE provides options to perform enrichment analysis by using Fisher's exact, hypergeometric, binomial, or chi-squared tests.
Several useful options are available for the curation of the input ncRNA set. Users can filter ncRNAs with respect to their biotypes (sense, antisense, lincRNA, etc.). The input set's neighboring coding gene set can be filtered or expanded with coding genes found to be co-expressed with the input ncRNAs. The co-expression analysis can be performed by using the data available in NoRCE repository, such as The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project expression data or by using custom expression data. Since the interruption in TAD boundaries affects the expression of neighboring genes, filtering option with TAD boundaries allows the user to limit the genes to be enriched to a set that falls into TAD regions [8] . For miRNA specific input, the neighbor coding set can be filtered or expanded with predicted targets of the input miRNAs or with co-expressed genes. Finally, the outcome of the above analysis can be summarized in a tabular format or visualized using relevant graphs, including KEGG pathway map, Reactome diagram, and directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the enriched GO-term (See Figure 1 for the detailed workflow of the package). The analysis is available for several species including human, mouse, rat, zebrafish, fruit fly, worm and yeast (For details on the assemblies supported, see Supplementary  Table S1 ).
Implementation and Features
NoRCE accepts a set of ncRNAs, S = {r 1 , . . . , r n }. If the user wants to conduct a biotype specific analysis (e.g., lincRNAs), NoRCE can select the elements in S with the selected biotype and use this subset in the subsequent steps. For each ncRNA in the input list, NoRCE identifies the nearby proteincoding genes that are located upstream and downstream in a given user-specified base pair limit. Thus, for each r i ∈ S, NoRCE creates a coding gene list of C i and conducts the analysis with the union of these C = ∪ n i=1 C i . This set of coding genes, C, can be further filtered or expanded based on additional biological evidence: Co-expressed coding genes: If the filtering option is set, for every input ncRNA r i , only the nearby genes in C i that are co-expressed with r i are placed into the final coding gene set C. If the expansion option is set, a coding gene is co-expressed with any of the r i ∈ S, and each coding gene is included in C. For cancer analysis, we provide pre-computed results based on expression analysis of the patient data obtained from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) portal [1] . Users can also load custom expression data and perform correlation based expression analysis. TAD regions: Chromosomes are organized into distinct, evolutionarily conserved, cell-type invariant secondary structures called TADs. TADs are known to have functional importance since the subsets of genes within a TAD are co-regulated and some gene clusters, such as cytochrome genes and olfactory receptors are organized into individual TADs [4] . Since the interruption in TAD boundaries affects the expression of neighboring genes [8] , we allow a filtering option with the TAD regions. If this option is on, enrichment is conducted only with ncRNAs that fall into a TAD region. Also, in the coding gene assignment, only those that are in the same TAD region are included in the neighborhood coding gene set. NoRCE provides several cell-line specific TAD regions in its data repository. Alternatively, the user can input a custom TAD file. miRNA target information: If the user list is a set of miRNAs, the neighborhood of miRNA genes can be subsetted with the potential miRNA targets. For this step, NoRCE utilizes several available target prediction algorithms (See Supplementary Table S3 ).
Enrichment Analysis of the Coding Genes
Once the coding gene list, C, is curated, NoRCE can conduct enrichment analysis based on gene sets derived GO-terms, KEGG, Reactome, WikiPathways, coding genes, or integrated pathway dataset. Supplementary Table S2 reports the size of gene ontologies available for each species in NoRCE. Users can input custom gene sets as well. Enrichment is performed according to the standard candidate versus background sets using Fisher's exact, hypergeometric, binomial and chi-squared tests. Several multi-test hypothesis correction methods and GO enrichment methods are also provided.
Visualization of the Results
Finally, coding genes found in enriched pathways can be visualized within the context of KEGG or Reactome maps marked with color ( Supplementary Fig S4) .
Results and Discussion
To demonstrate how NoRCE could be used to gain insight into the functional importance of a list of interesting ncRNAs, we showcase NoRCE with different scenarios (Supplementary Text). As demonstrated in Case Study 1 (Supplementary Section 2.1), a list of ncRNAs differentially expressed in three psychiatric disorders, including autism spectrum disorder (ASD), schizophrenia (SCZ), and bipolar disorder (BD) generated by Gandal et al. [6] , are analyzed with NoRCE. We find that brain-related terms, as well as more general terms like transcription, transmembrane transport, and RNA processing, are enriched. We repeat this analysis with a TAD filter where the TAD regions of the dorsolateral prefrontal . Thirdly, on this dataset, we show the ability of NoRCE to perform pathway enrichment with pathways in the data repository and also with user-defined gene sets. In each case study, we observe that brain related functions are highlighted. However, we also observe the potentially irrelevant terms such as bone development could be returned. Next, to demonstrate miRNA specific functionalities, we conduct a functional enrichment analysis on a set of differentially expressed miRNAs obtained from [10] (Supplementary Section 2.2, Case Study 2). In this study, we filter the neighboring coding genes with target and custom co-expression analyses. Also, we perform miRNA pathway enrichment based on non-coding gene neighbors. 
Appendix

A Supplementary Methods
A.1 Data sources
NoRCE repository contains various datasets. Below, we detail these sources.
A.1.1 Gene annotations
Gene locations and annotations are retrieved from three different databases: ENSEMBL, UCSC, and GENCODE since no single source contain information on all the transcripts. We collect the ENSEMBL data via biomaRt package [6] . Genes were retrieved from UCSC on June 20 th 2018, and annotations of the GENCODE v30 was downloaded from GENCODE on April 28 th 2019. Supported assemblies for different species are provided in Table S1 . Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast) sacCer3 UCSC version sacCer3, 2011
A.1.2 Gene ontology annotations
We retrieve the gene ontologies for each species from the EMBL-EBI GOA database( https://www.ebi. ac.uk/GOA/downloads) and the GO slim annotations from the Gene Ontology (GO) Consortium [2] . The sizes of different GO ontologies for each species are provided in Table S2 . We obtain computationally predicted conserved miRNA-target interactions from the TargetScan [16] for the species except rat. Rat data was obtained from the miRmap [19] . More information is provided in Table S3 . 
A.1.4 TAD regions
We also include bed formatted topological associated domain (TAD) regions for different cell types in NoRCE repository. These regions are not available for all species. We list the available ones in Table S4 . To demonstrate how NoRCE could be used to gain functional insights given a set of ncRNAs, we retrieved a set of ncRNAs exhibiting gene-or isoform-level differential expression data on brain disorders. These ncRNAs are differentially expressed in at least one of the following disorders: autism spectrum disorder (ASD), schizophrenia (SCZ), and bipolar disorder (BD) and pertinent data were generated by Gandal et al. [7] . In total, the ncRNA gene set contains 1,363 differentially expressed human ncRNAs. In this case study, we also showcase the ability to constrain protein-coding genes with the TAD regions. For this, we use the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex TAD regions data obtained from the same study [7] . Finally, to demonstrate the capability of NoRCE working with custom gene sets, we use the Bader lab pathway gene set [12] . This dataset contains 3,758 pathways compiled from various databases (see Table S5 ). This data set is accessible through the NoRCE data repository and can be loaded by the users, see Section B.4 for a summary and data frame name. We use the default parameter setting in all the analyses. In NoRCE, by default, the neighborhood of each ncRNA is taken as the 10 kb extensions towards the transcription start site (TSS) and transcription end site (TES). The protein-coding genes that fall into this neighborhood region of the ncRNAs are input to the enrichment analysis. To increase the power of the statistical analysis, only the GO terms with at least 5 annotated protein-coding genes are considered as suggested by [9] . Table S6 lists a subset of the enriched GO terms and shows what the tabular format outputs should include. The full list of enriched GO terms (p-adj < 0.05) will be provided upon request. Interestingly, this list contains terms which are related to neurological functions as long-term memory, sensory perception of pain, neuronal action potential, and positive regulation of dendritic spine morphogenesis. There are also more general terms that are related to the cell cycle arrest, RNA processing, and signaling. On the downside, we observe some irrelevant terms, which are associated with bone development. However, taken as a whole, relevant terms are more pervasive, suggesting that NoRCE can indeed provide insights into ncRNA functions. Fig 2 shows an alternative representation of the results. The dot plot views the top 35 enriched BP GO terms, sorted based on the significance of enrichment. Fig 2 shows the network that can be generated by NoRCE. This network includes the top 7 BP GO terms -enriched gene pairs interaction. The node coloring highlights the clusters with optimal modularity based on a modularity measure maximized over all possible partitions [3] . NoRCE deploys igraph package [5] for this analysis.
B.1.2 Filtering with TAD regions
We repeat the analysis in the previous section; but this time, applying a filter based on TAD regions. When this filter is applied, the assignment of the neighboring coding genes is altered; only the proteincoding genes that are nearby to the ncRNA and at the same time reside within the same TAD regions Table S6 : Top 10 enrichment results of brain related biological process GO terms that are obtained from the neighbourhood coding genes of ncRNA set of the [7] . The GeneRatio is computed by dividing the number of genes that are overlapping with the coding ones to the number of all protein-coding genes within the input set neighbourhood. The BGRatio column represents the ratio of the number of genes found in the enriched GO term set to the size of the background gene set. The EGNo refers to the size of the overlap between the corresponding GO term gene set and the neighboring coding gene set. GeneList columns contain these genes. GO are included. In this analysis, we use custom defined TAD regions for the adult dorsolateral prefrontal cortex that are provided by the [7] study. Top 10 GO term enrichment results produced by this TAD based analysis are provided in Table S7 and the statistically significant results will be provided upon request. The enrichment results are visualized in Fig 3 (A) . The networks of the enriched GO terms. Coding genes are provided in Fig 3 (B) .
In this use case, we use a custom TAD region file. Additionally, NoRCE repository includes TAD regions for the human, mouse and fruit fly and can be readily used for analysis (See Section B.3) .
B.1.3 Pathway enrichment using predefined pathway gene sets and custom user-defined gene sets
For pathway enrichment analysis, the latest versions of the Reactome (Reactome database in R [11] , Wiki Pathways, and KEGG (KEGG database in R, [4] ) databases are available in NoRCE. These databases will be updated as new versions are made available. Also, NoRCE supports pathway enrichment using custom pathway databases such as MSigDb, or other user curated data. To demonstrate this, we use the Bader Lab dataset as the user-defined pathway gene set analysis. We provide the statistically significant enrichment results based on custom Bader Lab dataset annotation. In this analysis, given ncRNA set are expanded within 10kb, and the neighborhood coding genes are enriched with custom Bader Lab gene sets. Table S8 lists the pathways that are found to be enriched. Many gene sets that are involved in diseases are related to brain functions such as axon guidance. This observation suggests that it is possible to gain insights into the functions of ncRNAs by studying the functions of the protein-coding genes located proximally to the ncRNAs.
B.2 Case Study 2: Functional enrichment analysis of variably expressed miRNAs in brain cancer
Integrating biological information from different sources such as co-expression data is likely to enhance the quality of functional analysis for ncRNAs. Therefore, NoRCE also supports filtering of input ncRNA gene set based on co-expression analysis. The user can input an expression data that includes coding and non-coding RNA expression. NoRCE will compute the co-expressed pairs. When defining coding gene neighborhoods for an ncRNA, the user can choose the option to include a coding gene only if it is co-expressed. Or alternatively, the user can choose to augment the list of coding genes with the co-expressed coding genes. Exclusively for the miRNA input, NoRCE also allows filtering with miRNA targets. User can choose to filter ncRNA neighbors so that only those that are among the targets of the miRNA are included. To demonstrate these options, we use a set of miRNAs differentially expressed in brain cancer obtained from dbDEMC 2.0 [21] . This set contains 407 miRNAs and is provided in NoRCE with the name brain_miRNA. For the co-expression filter, we use the brain cancer patient data obtained from TCGA. The data include expression levels for mRNA and miRNA for 527 tumor patients. We apply the same pre-processing step as in our previous method [13] . Genes and miRNAs that have very low expression, (RPKM < 0.05) in many patients (more than %20 of the samples) are filtered. The gene expression values are log2 transformed, and those that have high variability are retained for co-expression analysis. For this, only the genes with median absolute deviation (MAD) above 0.5 are used.
Final expression data set contains 444 miRNA and 12, 643 mRNA genes on 527 tumor patients on which we perform Pearson correlation analysis. The mRNAs that have more than 0.3 correlation with a miRNA are retained. Additionally, we apply the miRNA target filter. NoRCE only allows the coding genes that are highly correlated with the mRNA and intersected with the nearby coding genes. Enrichment analysis is conducted on this list.
B.2.1 Functional annotation of miRNA based on custom expression
We perform enrichment analysis for the miRNAs that are differentially expressed in brain cancer. We apply default parameter settings for this analysis. The results obtained after performing enrichment analysis using a gene set that is both targeted by and co-expressed with the input miRNAs are shown in Table S8 . We observe that most of the results are related to brain functionality, suggesting that miRNAs Table S7 : The Top 10 biological process GO term enrichment results. These are obtained by performing TAD based analysis using brain_disorder_ncRNA data. The GeneRatio column represents the ratio of the number of coding genes overlapping with the input coding genes within the GO term set to the number of all protein-coding geneswithin the neighbourhood of the input set. The BGRatio column represents the ratio of the number of genes found in the enriched GO term set to the size of the background gene set. The EGNo denotes the size of the overlap with the corresponding GO term gene set and the neighboring coding gene set. GeneList columns contain these genes. GO In this section, the neighboring protein-coding genes targeted by the input miRNA list (used in the previous section) are used for Reactome pathway enrichment. Results show that cellular transport based processes are enriched processes. Table S10 lists a term which is found to be enriched in the previous analysis, as well. Moreover, previous studies have shown that transport mechanisms play a role in metastatic brain tumors [18] . Together these observations suggest that NoRCE can facilitate the identification of important pathways in which ncRNAs participate. 5 also shows an alternative visualization provided by NoRCE. The genes that overlap with the ncRNA's coding neighbors are highlighted in the pathway map.
B.2.3 Brain miRNA gene list enrichment based on driver cancer gene set
We apply gene enrichment analysis to identify the regions that are statistically similar to the given gene set. In this case study, we use differentially expressed brain cancer miRNA named as brain_mirna in NoRCE to identify whether the neighborhood of the miRNA set is statistically similar to a brain cancer driver gene set obtained from Intogen [17] . In this analysis, only the neighborhood of the miRNAs is considered, and we apply the default parameter settings for non-coding gene enrichment. We find that brain miRNA gene list is statistically enriched for the driver gene list(p − value = 3.33e−132 and Table S9 : Some brain related biological process functions that are enriched based on target and custom co-expression analysis in brain cancer specific miRNAs. The The GeneRatio column represents the ratio of the number of coding genes overlapping with the input coding genes within the GO term set to the number of all protein-coding genes that are within the neighbourhood of the input set. The BGRatio column represents the ratio of the number of genes within the enriched GO term set to the size of the background gene set. The EGNo denotes the size of the overlap with the corresponding GO term gene set and the neighboring coding gene set while GeneList columns list these genes. GO Table S10 : Pathway enrichment of miRNA gene set based on neighbour targets.The GeneRatio column represents the ratio of the number of coding genes overlapping with the input coding genes within the GO term set to the number of all protein-coding genes within the input set neighbourhood. The BGRatio column represents the ratio of the number of genes found in the enriched GO term set to the size of all of the genes in the background gene set. The EGNo denotes the size of the overlap with the corresponding GO term gene set and the neighboring coding gene set. GeneList columns list these genes. 
B.3 Data in NoRCE repository for the vignette and supplementary results
• brain_disorder_ncRNA : A list of ncRNAs differentially expressed in three psychiatric disorders including autism spectrum disorder (ASD), schizophrenia (SCZ), and bipolar disorder (BD) generated by Gandal et al. [7] . The set comprises1,363 ncRNAs. (Case study 1, Section 3.1).
• tad_custom : The TAD regions for dorsolateral prefrontal cortex obtained from [7] . The dataset contains 2,735 TAD regions. (Case study 1, Section 3.1).
• miRCancerdb: The pre-computed Pearson correlation values of the expressions of pairs of 18,069,409 miRNAs and genes for 34 cancer types. The data incorporates 1,015 miRNAs, which are curated based on patient expression profiles that are provided by the TCGA. miRCancerdb is available at https://figshare.com/articles/miRCancer_db_gz/5576329 [1] . (Case study 2, Section 3.3).
• brain_mirna : 407 differentially expressed miRNAs in human brain obtained from dbDEMC 2.0. (Case study 2, Section 3.4). (Case study 2, Section 3.4).
• ncRegion : The relevant regions of the differentially expressed human ncRNA genes (except pseudogenes) for three psychiatric disorders. The diseases include autism spectrum disorder (ASD), schizophrenia (SCZ), and bipolar disorder (BD), and the data were generated by Gandal et al. [7] . The final set contains 930 gene regions.
B.4 Other features
A list of features and the related questions that can be answered using NoRCE.
• Filter the ncRNAs based on biotypes and perform enrichment analysis on the curated ncRNA gene list
• Perform GO annotation and enrichment on the GO-slim dataset
• Neighbourhood gene set can be limited to the protein coding genes that are exons or introns and fall into the user-defined neighborhood region
